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A search for millicharged particles, a simple extension of the standard model, has been performed with
the ArgoNeuT detector exposed to the Neutrinos at the Main Injector beam at Fermilab. The ArgoNeuT
liquid argon time projection chamber detector enables a search for millicharged particles through the
detection of visible electron recoils. We search for an event signature with two soft hits (MeV-scale energy
depositions) aligned with the upstream target. For an exposure of the detector of 1.0 × 1020 protons on
target, one candidate event has been observed, compatible with the expected background. This search is
sensitive to millicharged particles with charges between 10−3e and 10−1e and with masses in the range
from 0.1 to 3 GeV. This measurement provides leading constraints on millicharged particles in this large
unexplored parameter space region.
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Millicharged particles (mCPs), i.e., particles (χ) with an
electric charge Qχ ¼ ϵe much smaller than the elementary
charge (ϵ ≪ 1), are a particularly simple, well-motivated,
extension of the standard model. In their simplest form they
are just new particles that violate the quantization of charge
seen in the standard model. They can also arise in the low-
energy limit of models in which charge is quantized but
there exists a kinetically mixed dark photon [1]. In addition,
these particles could make up part of the dark matter in the
Universe [2–10].
Millicharged particles can be produced at any intense

fixed-target-produced beam via the decays of neutral
mesons or direct Drell-Yan pair production arising from

proton interactions in the target [11,12] (the bremsstrahlung
contribution to mCP production is not included in this
study, which may further enhance the sensitivity). Produced
mCPs are relativistic in the lab frame. For example, for a
120 GeV proton beam striking a target (as in the case of
ArgoNeuT), the boost factors of the produced mCPs are in
the range of 10–100. The opening angle of the mCP beam
is large, of order 0.1 rad. Neutrino detectors located
downstream of an intense proton beam striking a target,
nominally used to produce the neutrino beam, may be
exposed to a large flux of mCPs that were produced there.
When traveling through matter, mCPs will lose energy by
atomic excitation and ionization like any charged particle
but with ionization and excitation rates reduced by ϵ2.
Therefore, the mCP ionization track is undetectable except
when knock-on electrons energetic enough to themselves
produce a visible signal are emitted. The distribution of
electron recoil energies scales with the inverse squared of
the electron recoil energy,
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where we have taken the relativistic mCP limit. Low-
energy thresholds are therefore key to detect these “δ rays”
produced by mCPs.
The expected deflection of mCPs after each interaction is

small. Therefore, mCPs will travel to the detector in an
approximately straight path and will point back to the target
[11]. Searches for mCPs have been conducted, with low-
mass regions covered by low-energy experiments [13]
and high-charge regions covered by collider experiments
[14–17], but the mass mχ > 0.1 GeV and charge Qχ <
10−1e region is unexplored.
Liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) detec-

tors are well suited to search for these particles. As shown
in Ref. [11], even a short exposure of the small ArgoNeuT
LArTPC detector to the Neutrinos at the Main Injector
(NuMI) beam at Fermilab provides an opportunity to probe
unexplored ranges of high mass (mχ > 0.1 GeV) and low
charge (Qχ < 10−1e). This is achieved thanks to the
excellent spatial resolution and to the recently demon-
strated [18] capability of resolving individual energy
depositions down to a threshold in the sub-MeV range.
These low-energy depositions in LAr appear as low
amplitude signals (“hits”), detected by the wire planes of
the TPC. When a mCP collides with an atomic electron and
the recoil electron deposits enough energy in the LAr
medium, a detectable signal (hit) is recorded by the TPC.
Good background rejection is achieved by requiring two
soft hits (MeV-scale energy depositions) aligned with the
upstream target [11], as shown schematically in Fig. 1. In
contrast, background double-hit events will be isotropically
distributed in the detector volume and will only rarely align
with the target. This Letter presents the results of a search
for mCPs, the first reported for a LArTPC, with the
ArgoNeuT detector.

ArgoNeuT was a 0.24 ton LArTPC placed in the NuMI
beam line at Fermilab for five months in 2009-2010. The
TPC is 47ðwÞ × 40ðhÞ × 90ðlÞ cm3, with two instrumented
wire planes, each containing 240 wires angled at �60 deg
to the horizontal and spaced at 4 mm. Signals from the
wires are sampled every 198 ns, with 2048 samples/trigger,
giving a total readout window of 405 μs. ArgoNeuT was
placed 100 m underground in the MINOS Near Detector
hall. A detailed description of the ArgoNeuT detector and
its operations is given in Ref. [20]. The NuMI beam [19] is
created by striking 120 GeV protons from the Main Injector
onto a graphite target. The NuMI beam is inclined by a 3°
angle with respect to ArgoNeuT. The ArgoNeuT detector
was located 1033 m downstream and 61 m below the target
(see Fig. 1).
The rate of expected mCPs passing through the

ArgoNeuT detector depends on the mass of the mCP.
The geometrical acceptance varies between 10−5 to 10−7

for signal events [11]. The detection probability for double-
hit signals is proportional to the fourth power of its
electric charge Qχ . The detection signature of mCPs in
the detector is elastic scattering with atomic electrons
resulting in knock-on recoils above the detection threshold.
Therefore, in order to be able to reconstruct mCPs which
pass through ArgoNeuT, we search for small individual
energy depositions in the detector. As recently demon-
strated, in ArgoNeuT we are able to reconstruct with very
good efficiency electromagnetic energy depositions as low
as 300 keV [18]. Following the method suggested in
Ref. [11], to cut down on possible backgrounds in our
search for mCPs we look for events with two individual soft
energy depositions that are aligned with the upstream
target, as shown in Fig. 1.
We searched for the presence of mCPs in data from

ArgoNeuT’s antineutrino mode run. The trigger condition
for the ArgoNeuT data acquisition was set in coincidence
with the NuMI beam spill signal. A total of 4 056 940
collected triggers have been analyzed. The vast majority of
NuMI beam spills delivered did not produce an observable
neutrino interaction within the TPC due to the very low
neutrino cross section and the limited size of the detector,
resulting in “empty” events. In this analysis we searched for
the possible presence of mCPs in these empty events.
Events containing a neutrino interaction inside the LAr
volume and events containing charged particles (mainly
muons) produced by neutrino interactions upstream of the
ArgoNeuT detector and propagating through the LArTPC
volume are removed. The background for the mCP search
is due to ambient gamma ray activity, beta electrons from
intrinsic 39Ar activity [21], fluctuations of electronics noise
faking signals from true energy depositions, and low-
energy electrons produced by Compton scattering of
photons from inelastic scattering of entering neutrons from
neutrino interactions occurring upstream of the detector. To
estimate the contribution due to the first three sources of

FIG. 1. Schematic (not to scale) of the ArgoNeuT detector
location relative to the upstream NuMI target [19]. The signal is a
double-hit event with a line defined by the two hits pointing to the
target (top). A background double-hit event generally will not
point to the target (bottom). Figure adapted from Ref. [11].
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background, in the following we compare events acquired
when the NuMI beam was operating at its typical high
intensity (named “high beam” in the following) to events
acquired when the intensity was very low (< 1% of the
average intensity, named “low beam” in the following). In
this case the last source of background, coming from
neutrino induced neutrons, is not present.
The reconstruction technique used in this analysis is

described in detail in Ref. [18]. It consists of a two step
process, the standard LArTPC reconstruction [22] followed
by a specific procedure for the identification of isolated
low-energy depositions in the event. In the first stage of the
analysis, hits in the recorded TPC wire signals are found,
and clusters of consecutive hits are identified. Events with
high-energy activity, i.e., with long tracks or showers, are
removed. This leaves 3 259 427 high-beam events, corre-
sponding to 1.0 × 1020 protons on target (POT), and 208
730 low-beam events. The next step aims at efficiently
identifying and reconstructing isolated low-energy activity
in the selected events. Only hits localized in space within a
fiducial volume region are selected, and a series of cuts is
applied to possibly remove random electronics noise, as
described in detail in Ref. [18]. Individual signal hits
whose amplitude corresponds to an energy deposition of
> 300 keV are grouped into clusters, where a cluster is
defined as one or more hits on adjacent wires. For each
cluster on a wire plane, we look for a corresponding cluster
on the other wire plane that appears at the same time, a
process called plane matching [18]. Plane matching keeps
hits due to true energy depositions in the TPC volume and
rejects hits due to electronic noise fluctuations above
threshold occurring in either plane but not simultaneously
in both. Plane matching also allows for a determination of
the three-dimensional (3D) position of the cluster.
The selected clusters appear to be uniformly distributed

throughout the detector volume. The average number of
low-energy clusters per event is 0.15 and 0.069 for high-
beam events and low-beam events, respectively. The vast
majority of the events are empty (0 clusters) in both
datasets, with a lower fraction (88%) in the high-beam
data. In the low-beam data (94% empty events), the one-
cluster fraction (∼6%, mainly from 39Ar β activity) almost
exhausts the sample. The greater activity in the high-beam
sample is expected to be from neutrino-produced neutrons
entering the detector volume. Additional activity from low-
energy electrons can be anticipated to be produced by
elastic interactions of mCPs generated at the neutrino beam
production target. Since our analysis method of selecting
multiple soft energy depositions aligned with the upstream
target is expected to be very effective in reducing the
background [11], we do not apply any background sub-
traction procedure to the data.
The final step of the analysis, the search for possiblemCPs

in events from the high-beam data, requires the identification
of two low-energy depositions that are aligned with the

upstream target (see Fig. 1, top). The distribution of the
energy deposited in each cluster and the distance between
clusters for eventswith at least two clusters is shown inFig. 2.
As shown in the Fig. 2 (top), the majority of events have
energy depositions in the region around 1 MeV. For events
with at least two clusters we create all possible lines that
connect the two clusters. To check whether the lines point
back to the target, we extrapolate every line to a plane located
at the downstream end of the target (1033 m upstream) and
normal to the neutrino beamdirection. Theuncertainty on the
location of the intersection of the line with the plane is
determined by the separation of the clusters (smaller cluster
spacing corresponds to larger uncertainties) and stems from
the uncertainties in the locations of the clusters inside the
detector. The latter uncertainties are determined by the spatial
resolution of the detector, which is 0.015 cm in the horizontal
drift direction (x), 0.28 cm in the vertical direction (y), and
0.16 cm along the beam direction (z) [20]. The smaller
uncertainty in the drift direction compared to the other
directions is due to the frequency of the detector readout,
which samples the drift distance in 0.03 cm samples. The
uncertainties in the other two directions depend on the wire
spacing and orientation of the wire planes; thus the uncer-
tainties in the beam and vertical directions are not the same.
There is also a global uncertainty of 1.52 cm in the drift
direction due to the 10 μs beam spill window. This uncer-
tainty in the arrival time of the beam has the same effect on
both clusters in a line. While these uncertainties are small
compared to the size of the detector, they can become quite
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FIG. 2. Top: Energy deposited in each cluster in high-beam
events with at least two clusters. The rising edge of the
distribution is due to detector thresholding which results in a
lower detection efficiency at low energies (see Ref. [18]). Bottom:
Distance between clusters in high-beam events with at least two
clusters.
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large, depending on the relative location of the points, when
extrapolated to the location of the target, 1033 m upstream.
Sinceweuse theposition of the intersection of the lines on the
plane to identify signal events coming from the target, we
want events with good directional resolution and thus place a
cut of > 10 cm on the separation between clusters. For two
clusters in the center of the detector and separated by 10 cm,
the uncertainty at the target plane is about 40m in the vertical
and 2m in the horizontal direction.By applying the 10 cmcut
on the separation between the two clusters we are ensuring
that the uncertainties at the target plane are always smaller
than these. Events where the two clusters are separated by
less than 0.4 cm in the beam (z) direction are also ignored to
remove lines with undefined slope.
The locations and the uncertainties of the points of

intersection of the lines with the plane at the target’s edge
are shown in Fig. 3, where the target is located at the center.
The number of expected background events is estimated

using a Monte Carlo simulation, assuming that the lines are
isotropic and taking the distribution of cluster separation
from data, as shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). We estimate the
probability that two clusters will align with the target within
the uncertainties. With the detector performance parameters
reported above, and taking into account the electron detec-
tion efficiency reported in Ref. [18], the spatial separation of
clusters and the resulting uncertainties, we expect 1.46
background events which point back to the target.
We found one possible mCP signal candidate event in the

ArgoNeuT data, shown as a blue square in Fig. 3. The

position of the line in this event overlaps with the location
of the target within the horizontal and vertical uncertainties.
The event, shown in Fig. 4, has been visually scanned, and
it shows no anomalies. It has two clusters spaced 11.8 cm
apart with an energy of 0.72 (2.82) MeV in the more
upstream (downstream) cluster. The observed candidate
signal event is compatible with the expected background.
Before using this observation to set a limit, we consider

the systematic uncertainty related to ArgoNeuT’s exact
orientation with respect to the target. Using the spread in
direction of through-going muons [23], we find that the
direction of the target location is uncertain by �1.0°
horizontally and �0.59° vertically. In the plane of
Fig. 3, this corresponds to �18 m in x and �10.6 m in
y. When the target location is moved within this uncertainty
window, up to five two-cluster events can be found in the
ArgoNeuT high-beam data. We set limits using both one
and five observed events and treat the difference as a
systematic uncertainty. As an additional test, we have
checked that the number of signal events in the plane of
Fig. 3 is consistent with a Poisson distribution as the target
location is allowed to vary across a large window (well
beyond the systematic uncertainty). We have also consid-
ered the effect of the mCPs traversing the dirt en route from
the target to the detector, following Ref. [11]. We find that
the amount of energy loss is negligible in the region of
interest. The angular deflection of a mCP from elastic
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a plane perpendicular to the beam at the downstream target’s
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with originating from the target within its uncertainties. Only
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scattering off of nuclei is also negligible for most of our
parameter space. The angular deflection may become of
order the typical spatial resolution only for ϵ ∼ 10−1 and
thus can affect the limit only for mχ above 2 GeV. In this
region the direction from which the mCPs arrive is
broadened to a region of order a few meters around the
target, leading to a slight increase in background. We
estimate that within the systematic uncertainty the limit is
unaffected below 2 GeV and can be degraded by at most
15% in ϵ for the highest mCP masses, of order the width of
the blue line in Fig. 3.
The expected number of mCPs traversing ArgoNeuTand

their energy distribution for a given mCP mass and charge
are simulated with PYTHIA8 [24], as detailed in Ref. [11].
The mean free path for every mCP is computed through
Eq. (1) following the procedure in Ref. [11], giving a
probability to deposit a double-hit event. We then set limits
using a CLs method [25] without subtracting background.
Figure 5 shows our limits on mCPs as a function of their
mass and charge. We put constraints at the 95% confidence
level on mCP parameters that do not produce more than 4.7
events for one observed signal event. To account for the
uncertainty in detector orientation discussed above, we also
draw a limit on parameters that lead to more than 10.5
events, corresponding to five observed signal events, and
draw a band between these two cases. We note that the
limits in both these cases are very close. These upper limits
on the number of expected events correspond to the
conservative assumption that the background cannot be
subtracted. The results of previous experiments [13–17] are
shown for comparison. Our result is a significant increase
in the exclusion region in the range of millicharged masses
> 0.1 GeV and charge < 10−1e.

We have set new constraints from a search for milli-
charged particles in the ArgoNeuT LArTPC experiment at
Fermilab. For a detector exposure of 1.0 × 1020 POT,
one candidate event has been observed, compatible
with the expected background. ArgoNeuT has probed
the region of Qχ ¼ 10−1e–10−3e for masses in the range
mχ ¼ 0.1–3 GeV, unexplored by previous experiments.
This analysis represents the first search for millicharged
particles in a LArTPC neutrino detector, performed with a
novel search method using a cluster doublet aligned with
the beam target location. The analysis techniques used in
this search can be applied to future larger mass LArTPC
experiments and motivate new searches.
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